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Abstract: Classical evolutionary game theory allows one to analyze the population dynamics of
interacting individuals playing different strategies (broadly defined) in a population. To expand the
scope of this framework to allow us to examine the evolution of these individuals’ strategies over time,
we present the idea of a fitness-generating (G) function. Under this model, we can simultaneously
consider population (ecological) and strategy (evolutionary) dynamics. In this paper, we briefly outline
the differences between game theory and classical evolutionary game theory. We then introduce the G
function framework, deriving the model from fundamental biological principles. We introduce the
concept of a G-function species, explain the process of modeling with G functions, and define the
conditions for evolutionary stable strategies (ESS). We conclude by presenting expository examples
of G function model construction and simulations in the context of predator–prey dynamics and the
evolution of drug resistance in cancer.

Keywords: eco-evolutionary dynamics; evolutionary game theory; adaptive landscape; G function; ESS
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1. Introduction

Evolutionary game theory, a mathematical framework conceived by John Maynard
Smith and George Robert Price in their seminal paper on the logic of animal conflict [1], is
an extension of game theory to evolving populations in biology that helps us understand
the effects of selective pressures on the population dynamics of interacting agents in a
population. These individuals may have different strategies (phenotypes) that affect their
interactions with one another. The strategies could be anything from behavioral traits such
as aggression to body size or cell transporter expression. Classical evolutionary game theory
(EGT) allows us to mathematically examine the population dynamics of these strategies
over time; however, it is difficult to incorporate the evolution of strategies into these
dynamics. EGT traditionally assumes phenotypes to be fixed, a justifiable assumption for
many problems such as the classical hawk-dove game in which the evolution of strategies
which impact agent interaction is relatively constrained. However, there are other problems
such as the evolution of foraging behavior in response to deforestation or predator–prey
coevolution in which the evolution of strategies is a critical part of the underlying species’
ecological dynamics.

Although several methods have been developed to address this problem such as the
individual fitness function approach [2] and the canonical equation of adaptive dynam-
ics [3–5], for simplicity, we will only consider the G function approach here. This approach
effectively serves as a unified framework for EGT and natural selection. Here, we review
the basic tenets of classical evolutionary game theory and provide an overview of the G
function approach, building up from the “G function species concept” to constructing the
basic theory to simulating real-world examples. Both biologists and game theorists stand
to gain from this paper. Biologists will learn simple, concrete ways to model evolution by
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natural selection in their field of interest, from the cellular to the ecosystem level. Game
theorists will learn about the technicalities of the G function approach and its potential to
expand the scope of evolutionary game theory. Both audiences will be able to appreciate
the ever-expanding scope of EGT, starting with pairwise within-species games all the
way to between-species interactions, speciation, niche coevolution, and even micro- and
macro-evolution. Interested readers can refer to [6] for a more detailed treatment of G
functions with several applicable biological examples, more rigorous development of solu-
tion concepts [7], and more thorough comparisons with other modern evolutionary game
theoretic approaches such as adaptive dynamics [8] and the individual fitness function
approach [2].

In this paper, we first compare classical game theory and EGT. We then introduce the G
function framework and show how it can consider both population (ecological) and strategy
(evolutionary) dynamics simultaneously. We construct the G function framework from
the basic tenets of evolution by natural selection and introduce the idea of the G species
concept. Next, we construct general equations for population and strategy dynamics and
discuss basic solution concepts, leading to the ESS maximum principle. We then provide
a recipe for constructing G functions and illustrate this process through constructing eco-
evolutionary models of predator–prey dynamics and the evolution of drug resistance. By
the end of this paper, readers should understand the key ideas in the development of
evolutionary game theory and the potential for constructing and using G functions to
simultaneously model ecological and evolutionary dynamics. Readers should also be able
to construct and analyze their own G function models for biological problems of interest
with an understanding of fundamental equilibrium and solution concepts.

2. Evolutionary Game Theory: Darwinian Dynamics and G Functions

Before discussing modeling and analysis of EGT, it is worth noting the key similarities
and differences between EGT and classical game theory. Game theory has come a long
way since its inception in the 1940s by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern. It
now encompasses a great variety of context including dynamic, differential, combinatorial,
multistage, stochastic, and quantum games. Here, we focus on how EGT arose from
classical game theory. Game theory was originally developed to provide a framework
for determining players’ optimal strategies when an individual’s success depends on
their choice of strategy and that of the other players [9]. This is most apparent in zero-
sum games in which one player’s winnings necessarily become another player’s losses.
However, albeit in a less extreme sense, this conflict is also present in non-zero sum games
since what maximizes payoffs for one player does not necessarily do so for another. In
classical game theory, players choose their strategies and it is assumed that players act
rationally, in their own self-interest [10–13]. The central question classical game theorists
aim to answer is: “Given a situation, what should a rational player do?” I.e., which
strategy (or what frequencies of mixed strategies) will confer the player with the highest
payoff, assuming that the competitors are rational players as well? In this formulation,
both ecological and evolutionary dynamics are absent. To incorporate these dynamics,
EGT built upon the framework of classical game theory by replacing the assumptions
of rationality and self-interest with population dynamics and stability associated with
Darwinian fitness. Strategies are endowed and persist teleonomically, in the trial-and-
error fashion characteristic of natural selection. Namely, instead of players choosing their
strategies, they “inherit” them from their parents. Players with higher fitnesses reproduce at
higher rates, leaving behind progeny similar to them (like begets like). This iterative process
leads to the quality of apparent purposefulness and goal-directed change that is ubiquitous
in biology, from the neck of the giraffe to the eye of the human. The central question that
evolutionary game theorists ask is: “Given a population with interacting phenotypes, how
will their population dynamics change over time?” Usually, the population equilibria and
corresponding stability are of utmost interest, though depending on the problem and the
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time scales involved, sometimes we are interested in the initial population dynamics. The
key differences between classical game theory and EGT are summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Differences Between Classical Game Theory and Evolutionary Game Theory.

2.1. Introduction to G Functions

There are many problems in evolutionary biology in which ecological and evolutionary
dynamics are tightly coupled. Consider, for example, the evolution of drug resistance
in cancer cell lines [14], evolutionary responses to fish harvesting [15,16], changes in
mating/foraging behaviors in response to resource availability and predation [17–19],
or changes in life history traits as a result of climate change [20–22]. In these cases, the
evolutionary trajectories of the species play a key role in the persistence of the population.
To simultaneously model the population and strategy dynamics of populations, we use the
G function approach. Under this simple differential equation-based framework, we are able
to couple the population and strategy dynamics into what we call Darwinian dynamics.

We will begin by constructing the G function framework for the most basic case: Scalar
valued traits with a single G function. Then, we will show how the same principles apply
to more complicated scenarios such as multiple G functions (predator–prey example) and
vector-value strategies (combination therapy in cancer example). To do this, we begin
from fundamental principles, with the key tenets of natural selection. Darwin’s theory
of evolution by natural selection requires three ingredients. First, there must be heritable
variation: Like begets like but with “mistakes”. Second, there must be a struggle for
existence [23,24]. Namely, populations have the capacity to grow exponentially under
ideal conditions. Yet, limits to growth ensure that no population can grow exponentially
forever [25]. Third, heritable variation influences the struggle: Some heritable phenotypes
(strategies) beat other phenotypes in the struggle.

These principles form the basis for the G function framework. Heritable variation is
represented by each individual (i) having a heritable strategy, ui, which is confined to be an
element of the species’ strategy set, U. This strategy set captures the set of evolutionarily
feasible strategies for the trait under consideration and may be either discrete or continuous.
For example, U may describe a continuous range of body sizes in reptiles or, as in the hawk-
dove case, may represent discrete behavioral strategies. In this paper, we will solely discuss
continuous traits, but adaptations to our models can provide analogous results for discrete
traits [6,26]. Apart from the G function literature, discrete traits have been thoroughly
studied in EGT [27–30] and is an active area of investigation, in both theoretical [31] and
applied settings [32,33]. The struggle for existence is given by the fitness generating function,
G(v, u, x)|v=ui in which the individual per capita growth rate depends on strategies and
population densities of all members in the population, (u and x, respectively). The idea of
heritable variation impacting the struggle is captured through the dependence of individual
per capita rate on the individual’s strategy, v ∈ U. The major components of the G function
framework discussed thus far are summarized in Table 1.

Before building equations for the population and strategy dynamics, let us briefly
discuss properties of the fitness generating function, G. The G function describes the per
capita growth rate of individuals of an evolutionarily identical group, removing the need
to define different functions for evolutionarily identical individuals that use different strate-
gies. Evolutionarily identical individuals are individuals with the same strategy set and
expected payoffs from playing the same strategies. More formally, we can define species
under the G species concept as those which share the same strategy set and consequences
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of possessing a given strategy in an environment (i.e., the same G function). This definition
is intentionally flexible since, depending on the problem of interest, the species definition
may be more or less strict. For example, if one is interested in broad niche partitioning
and habitat selection phenomena on the Galapagos islands, it might make sense to create
three groups with three different G functions: Birds, mammals, and reptiles. However, if
one is interested in foraging questions within birds on the island, it would be essential to
distinguish finches, penguins, hawks, and boobies from one another. Individuals that have
identical G functions but have different strategies are not classified as different species, but
rather different morphs of the same species.

Table 1. Core Components of the G Function Framework.

Variable Interpretation

G Per Capita Growth Rate of a Member
v Strategy of Focal Member
u Vector of Strategies of all Members
x Vector of Population Sizes of all Members
U Evolutionary Strategy Set

It is important to note that there are two factors that influence the G function: The
bauplan and the environment in which the game is played out. The bauplan, originally used
by Carl Linnaeus to place organisms on the tree of life, is a set of design rules that describe
features common to all members of a defined group of species [34,35]. It can be thought
of as a “blueprint” for a group of animals: Common, shared characters and constraints
such as symmetry, segmentation, and limb disposition upon which each individual animal
can build. To be more precise, the bauplan outlines the strategy set and the ways in which
interactions with the environment affect the fitness of agents in the population [35–37].
The G function emerges when this bauplan is combined with the environment such that
changes in the environment, while not affecting the bauplan, modifies the G function. Thus,
one would need to use multiple G functions if one is dealing with species with different
bauplans (even if in the same environment) or in different environments (even if with the
same bauplan). Now, we are ready to lay down the population and strategy dynamics.

2.2. Population and Strategy Dynamics

The population and strategy dynamics form the core of the G function framework and
are based on two simple differential equations. While we will construct our model on the
assumption of continuous time, analogous methods can be applied to construct difference
equation models based on discrete time. Such discrete models can be particularly valuable
when working with experimental measurements which are taken annually, for example.
Since G was described above as a fitness generating function, giving us the per capita
growth rate, we can capture the population dynamics by multiplying it by the current
population of the species:

dxi
dt

= xiG|v=ui (1)

Now, let us construct the equation for strategy dynamics to determine how the popu-
lation’s trait value will evolve over time. Intuitively, this depends on the local gradient of
the G function: How the fitness generating function changes due to perturbations in the
trait value and the rate at which species are able to scale this fitness gradient, i.e., the rate
of evolution, or evolvability. This can be formalized in the following equation:

dui
dt

= σ2
i

dG
dv

∣∣∣
v=ui

(2)

In this equation, σ2
i is a measure of heritability and additive genetic variance, in

accordance with Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural selection. It captures the rate of
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evolutionary change in the species’ trait value and can be influenced by many factors such
as mutation rate, population size and structure, and the mechanisms of genetic inheritance.
The dG

dv term represents the local gradient of the fitness generating function.
Inspired by Wright’s fitness landscape [38], we can visualize strategy dynamics on an

adaptive landscape as seen in Figure 2. To do this, given the other individuals’ strategies
(u) and population densities (x), we can plot the per capita growth rate as a function of the
focal individual’s strategy (v). Unlike Wright’s fitness landscape, the adaptive landscape
changes over time, with changes in densities and strategies of organisms in the population
continually molding its shape.

Figure 2. Example snapshot of adaptive landscape. This figure depicts a temporal snapshot of a
possible adaptive landscape. The x-axis represents the trait value under consideration and the y-axis
represents the fitness of the individual. The adaptive landscape then depicts the fitness conferred to
an individual adopting a given trait value at a given time. In reality, adaptive landscapes are highly
dynamic, changing in response to species’ population sizes and strategy frequencies.

It is worth briefly noting the importance of including the strategy of the focal in-
dividual in the fitness generating function. Its absence, as is the case in other EGT for-
mulations [39], leads to frequency independence among agents with the same strategy.
When placed in a frequency-dependent setting, this framework leads to group selection,
in which a group of agents try to maximize the fitness of the entire group [40–42]. It is
only by including v that we are able to model individual selection, in which each agent is
attempting to maximize its own growth rate.

In this adaptive landscape, assume the yellow circle represents the current location of
the species’ trait. To maximize its fitness, the species will scale the landscape to reach a peak,
as can be seen in the figure by the trajectories delineated by the blue arrows. For simplicity,
a static image of an adaptive landscape is shown–in reality, the adaptive landscape is
constantly changing. The change in strategy at each time step is then determined by two
factors: The slope of the landscape itself ( dG

dv ) and the “step size” (σ2
i ). As alluded to before,

evolution acts as a greedy algorithm, making locally optimal choices at each step. Therefore,
species can often get trapped in local peaks (depicted in Figure 2 by the green stars) and
never reach the global peak (depicted by the red star). For example, if the species started
closer to the “A peak”, it would ascend that hill and reach a local peak at A. Intuitively,
the only way for the species to get out of this local peak is for the adaptive landscape to
change in a way such that “A” is no longer a peak or for the step size (evolvability) to be so
large that the species can “step over” the valley in the landscape.

Together, population and strategy dynamics constitute Darwinian dynamics, which
allow us to examine both the ecological and evolutionary trajectories of the population. It
is worth noting that inherent in our model construction is the assumption of repeatable
and reversible evolution within a G function, a highly contentious topic which has been
treated extensively in the scientific literature [43–48]. Now that we have an understanding
of Darwinian dynamics, we can outline basic solution concepts. In evolutionary game
theory, the central equilibrium concept is the evolutionary stable strategy (ESS). The ESS
is traditionally defined as an equilibrium which is uninvadable: When common in the
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population, agents adopting this strategy must have a higher fitness than any possible
rare mutant in that particular environment [1]. Here, we build upon this definition by
additionally enforcing the need for convergence stability [49], a concept inspired by Eshel’s
idea of a continuously stable strategy [50–52]. This requirement means that natural selection
favors strategies which are robust to perturbations in x and u, ensuring that the equilibrium
is a likely result of natural selection [6,53]. In other words, like an evolutionary attractor, a
strategy is convergent stable if strategies successively closer to it can invade a population
using any nearby strategy [54].

This idea of convergence stability stimulated research into evolutionary invasion anal-
ysis, often called adaptive dynamics [55]. This modeling framework, closely related to the
G function approach, aims to understand the long-term consequences of the introduction
of small phenotypic mutations in the trait under consideration. That is, it aims to identify
conditions under which mutants become extinct, coexist, or invade the population. To do
this, invasion fitness functions, rather than G functions, are used to quantify the mutant’s
growth rate upon introduction, in small numbers, into a resident population [56]. It is
assumed that the fate of mutants can be gleaned from their initial growth rates upon intro-
duction into the population in small numbers: Positive growth rates lead to persistence in
the population and negative growth rates lead to extinction [57]. It takes a mutation-centric
view of evolutionary speed (depends on mutation rates and variances in mutation effects),
while the G function approach is agnostic of the mechanism by which this evolvability is
generated. Furthermore, implicit in the adaptive dynamic interpretation of convergence
stability is the assumption of time-scale separation between ecological and evolutionary
processes, with the population dynamics effectively equilibrating instantaneously, imply-
ing a fixed, unchanging adaptive landscape. While the ecological time scale may often be
much faster than the evolutionary time scale, this assumption need not always hold, such
as in the rapid evolution of the beak size of Darwin’s finches [58]. Originally derived for
mutation-limited evolution in large, monomorphic, asexual populations [3], the scope of
adaptive dynamics has greatly increased in recent years [59] and, although it is still quite
similar to the G function framework, it is primarily concerned with the transient dynamics
that occur upon introduction of mutants into a population, focusing more on evolutionary
branching than on ESS composition. As we will see in the predator–prey and combination
therapy examples at the end of the paper, one major benefit of the G function framework
is that it allows for the natural incorporation of several G functions with many different
traits that impact fitness, whereas classical adaptive dynamics approaches are confined to a
single trait within a single species.

It is important to recognize that convergence stability and resistance to invasion are
independent conditions: One does not imply the other. Resistance to invasion without
convergence stability, though unbeatable, may never be reached even if the population
is using a nearby strategy [60,61]. Similarly, convergence stability without resistance to
invasion can lead to convergent stable minima: Valleys on the adaptive landscape which
can be invaded by species whose strategies lie on the peaks. Intuitively, though the strategy
still scales up the adaptive landscape, the valley evolves toward the strategy, eventually
trapping it in a minimum. This then gives rise to evolutionary branching and adaptive
speciation [59]. There are other, more sophisticated strategy and solution concepts such as
mutual invasibility, which refers to pairs of strategies close to the ESS which can invade
one another when the other is rare, and the neighborhood invader strategy, a strategy
which can invade any population with a nearby strategy. Though these concepts are
highly relevant to understanding eco-evolutionary dynamics across all scales of biological
organization, for simplicity, we omit further discussion of them here and instead refer the
reader to [7,54,59,62] for more information.

First, let us formalize the condition of resistance to invasion in what is called the
ESS maximum principle: A necessary but not sufficient condition for an ESS. Darwinian
dynamics are composed of both strategy and population dynamics. Thus, at an eco-
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evolutionary equilibrium, we require both the population and the strategy of the species to
be at equilibrium:

G(v, u∗, x∗) = 0 for all v = u∗i
dG
dv

= 0 for all v = u∗i
(3)

Furthermore, we must ensure that the equilibrium occurs at a peak, not a valley, on
the adaptive landscape. We can do this by enforcing the following condition:

d2G
dv2 < 0 for all v = u∗i (4)

This way, we have ensured resistance to invasion in our equilibria. We call any solution
found using this maximum principle an ESS candidate. Note that, implicit in this definition
is the possibility of more than one ESS candidate. That is, it is possible for the ESS to
contain more than one strategy if there is more than one peak in the adaptive landscape
at the eco-evolutionary equilibrium. To ensure that an ESS candidate is indeed a true
ESS, we must check that convergence stability holds. Intuitively, this requires Darwinian
dynamics to return the system back to its equilibrium value in response to perturbations
in the population density and strategy. While much formal mathematical analysis has
gone into the concept of convergence stability, this discussion will be omitted here. One
easy way to check for convergence stability is to see whether the ESS candidate can be
reached by simulating Darwinian dynamics. Note that this does not technically prove the
solution is an ESS since one must check all points in the neighborhood of x∗i , but it is a
good indicator that the solution is convergent stable.

2.3. G Function Modeling Recipe

Now, let us turn to the problem of constructing G functions. To do this, we first focus
on creating a model of the underlying ecological dynamics of the system. Depending on
the problem, this can include life history considerations [63], resource availability [64],
effects of competition [65], predation [66,67], etc. Then, we must decide how many groups
of evolutionarily identical individuals are involved (and thus, how many G functions are
needed). For example, a model of density-dependent population growth of moose on
Isle Royale may need only a single G function. However, if we want to model trophic
interactions, say between the wolves and moose on the island, we will need two G functions:
One for the prey and one for the predators. Next, we must choose the key strategies
associated with the species dynamics and their respective strategy sets (remember: This
can be discrete and/or continuous). While we have mainly focused on single scalar
strategies here, it is possible to consider several strategies simultaneously. Defining the
strategy set may be a tricky matter, requiring careful consideration of the genetic and
physical constraints on the trait of interest. Once the strategies and strategy sets have been
defined, we can construct our G functions. To do this, we must consider how the focal
individual’s strategy, v, and the strategies of other organisms in the population, u, affect
the values of key parameters in the model. Once we are able to represent these parameters
as functions of v, u, and x, we have our G function. This model can then be simulated
using the Darwinian dynamics developed in the previous section to observe the ecological
and evolutionary dynamics of the species.

3. Example: Predator–Prey (Multiple G Functions)

To provide an example of the construction and analysis of G function models, we
turn to one of the most well studied phenomena in ecology: Predator–prey dynamics. We
first nail down the ecological portion of our model. Assuming all prey and all predators
are evolutionarily identical, we will have one G function for the predators and one G
function for the prey. Though the eco-evolutionary dynamics between predator and prey
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are complex and multifaceted, for simplicity, we use a logistic Lotka-Volterra style model
as our ecological base:

dx
dt

= r1x
(

1− ax
K

)
− bxy

dy
dt

= r2y
(

1− y
bcx

) (5)

where x is the prey population, y is the predator population, r1,2 are the intrinsic growth
rates of the prey and predator respectively, a is the competitive impact of the prey, K is the
prey’s carrying capacity, b is the probability for the predator to capture the prey in a given
time frame, and c is the conversion efficiency from prey to predator (i.e., how many prey
must a predator consume to reproduce).

Now, let us think about the evolutionary component of our model, namely, what are
the key strategies that we will allow to evolve? Since we are interested in the interactions
between predator and prey, we define our key strategies as “pursuit” (µ) and “evasion” (u)
terms for the predator and prey, respectively. Intentionally kept general, these terms could
represent the evolution of behavioral tendencies, like the movement patterns of snakes in
response to aerial predators, or a more physiological change, like the newt’s production
of tetrodotoxin in response to snake predation. Since we are dealing with both prey and
predator species, to avoid confusion, we let v represent the focal prey’s strategy and let
w be the focal predator’s strategy. Now, we consider which parameters in the model will
vary based on v, w, u, µ, x, and y. Here, we choose to allow the carrying capacity (K), the
competition coefficient (a), and the predation term (b) to vary based on the strategies of
the predator and prey. Namely, we assume that a strategy of v = 0 maximizes a prey’s
carrying capacity. Deviations from this, for example as a result of evolving to predatory
pressures, decrease the carrying capacity in a Gaussian fashion:

K(v) = Kmexp
[
− v2

2φ2
k

]
(6)

Here, Km denotes the absolute carrying capacity and φ2
k modulates the breadth of the

Gaussian distribution; in other words, how sensitive the carrying capacity is to changes in
v. For the intraspecific competition function we use:

a(v, ui) = exp
[
− (v− ui)

2

φ2
a

]
(7)

This form assumes that like competes most with like for resources and space. Thus,
two prey species will compete more if their trait values are similar rather than dissimilar.
The competition function has the property that when a focal individual’s trait equals that
of its competitor, v = ui, then the competition coefficient is unity: a(v, ui) = 1. The φ2

a
term represents the breadth of the competition function, providing a marker for how
much species can avoid competition by having divergent trait values and thus occupying
different niches. For the predation function, from the prey’s point of view, we have:

b(v, µi) = bmexp
[
− (v− µi)

2

2φ2
b

]
(8)

From the predator’s point of view, we have:

b(ui, w) = bmexp
[
− (ui − w)2

2φ2
b

]
(9)

In these equations, divergence of the prey’s strategy from the predator’s strategy
reduces the severity of predation. The bm term is provided to indicate the maximum
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probability of a predator capturing a prey in a given time interval. The φ2
b term is the

breadth of the predation function, telling us to what extent prey can avoid predation by
having a different trait value than predators. We can now consolidate these equations
into a fully constructed G function model for an arbitrary number of prey and predator
species. Keep in mind again that the G function captures the per capita growth rate of
the populations.

G1(v, u, µ, x, y) =
r1

K(v)

(
K(v)−∑

i
a(v, ui)xi

)
−∑

j
b(v, µj)yj

G2(w, u, µ, x, y) = r2

(
1−

∑j yj

c ∑i b(ui, w)xi

) (10)

Now that we have our model, let us run some basic simulations to probe the eco-
evolutionary dynamics of the predator and prey. To do so, we use the parameter values
indicated in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter values used in predator–prey simulations.

Parameter Interpretation Value

Km Carrying Capacity 100
bm Maximal Capture Probability 0.15
c Conversion Efficiency: Prey to Predator 0.25

r1,2 Intrinsic Proliferation Rate 0.25
k1,2 Evolvability 0.5
φ2

k Range of Resources 2
φ2

a Species Niche Width 4
φ2

b Breadth of Predation 10
σ2

i Evolvability 0.5

First, as our control simulation, we start the prey at x(0) = 10 and u(0) = 2 and
the predators at y(0) = 10 and µ(0) = −2 and simulate the model for 1000 time steps in
Figure 3.

As we can see in this figure, both strategy equilibria occurred at 0, the strategy which
maximizes the prey’s carrying capacity, with the predator closely tracking the prey’s
strategy. From the adaptive landscape, we see that there exists only one peak, at v = 0,
which both the predator and prey occupy. Furthermore, the adaptive landscape seems
relatively static over time, owing to the quick equilibration of population and strategy
dynamics. Note that there are two selective pressures at work: Stabilizing selection towards
v = 0 induced by maximizing carrying capacity and divergent selection away from v = 0
(at equilibrium) induced by predation. Since our ESS stays at v = 0, we can infer that the
impact of predation is not great enough to push the prey’s strategy away from 0.

So what happens if we increase the effect of predation by increasing maximal capture
probability, bm? To do this, we re-run the simulation using the same initial conditions, but
tripling the maximal capture probability. The results can be seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Predator–prey control simulations. The first panel depicts the population and strategy
dynamics of predator (orange/gold) and prey (blue/cyan). The second panel is a snapshot of the
adaptive landscape at the eco-evolutionary equilibrium. The third panel is a 3D adaptive landscape,
showing the changes in the adaptive landscape over time. Note that the adaptive landscape stays
relatively constant over time and the ESS for both prey and predator occur when their focal strategies
are 0.

Figure 4. Predator–prey high maximal capture probability simulations. The first panel shows the
population and strategy dynamics of predator (orange/gold) and prey (blue/purple). The second
panel shows the adaptive landscape at equilibrium and the third panel is the 3D adaptive landscape.
This time, we see a highly dynamic adaptive landscape, paralleling the oscillatory behavior noticed
in the strategy dynamics. Though the strategy equilibria for predator and prey still coincide, the
equilibrium is an ESS for the predator but is a convergent stable minimum for the prey, indicating
the possibility for invasibility and speciation of the prey.
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Now, the effect of predation is great enough to cause damped oscillations in the
strategy movement of the predator and prey. The prey, to avoid predation, oscillates
around the equilibrium at 0 in a damped fashion, tracked by the predator. Remember
that these oscillations reflect the underlying dynamically changing nature of the adaptive
landscape, with the species attempting to scale continually changing peaks. We can
clearly see the emergence and persistence of two peaks in the prey’s adaptive landscape.
Furthermore, we see the prey stuck in a valley (local minimum) in the adaptive landscape–a
convergent stable minimum. This equilibrium is thus not an ESS since it can be invaded
by strategies on the two peaks surrounding it. Biologically, this points to the possibility
of speciation to occur, with the prey choosing different strategies on either side of the
valley. To further investigate this potential speciation event, we introduce a second prey
species into our system. For illustrative purposes, we use the same parameter values for
both prey species, but use slightly different initial strategy conditions. Specifically, we let
x1(0) = x2(0) = y(0) = 10, u1(0) = 2.1, u2(0) = 2, and µ(0) = 0. We simulate the model
for 1000 time steps in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Predator–prey speciation event simulations. The first panel shows the population and
strategy dynamics of predator (green), prey 1 (blue/purple), and prey 2 (orange/gold). The second
panel shows the adaptive landscape at equilibrium and the third panel is the 3D adaptive landscape
(for visualization purposes, fitness values above 0.05 were truncated). Again, the adaptive landscape
greatly changes over time, particularly in the first half of the simulation. Speciation clearly occurs,
with the prey occupying strategy peaks on either side of the predator’s (generalist) strategy.

First, let us briefly consider the evolution of the adaptive landscape over time. During
the first half of the simulation, the landscape is dynamically changing, with the species
chasing moving peaks. The adaptive landscape stabilizes during the second half of the
simulation and the predator and prey are able to reach eco-evolutionary equilibria. We can
clearly see speciation occurring here, with the prey choosing peaks on opposite sides of the
predator strategy. Through disruptive selection, the prey choose strategies on either side of
the predator’s strategy, while the predator employs a generalist strategy, allowing itself to
capture both species of prey. Furthermore, note the valley (local minimum) in both prey’s
adaptive landscapes at the predator’s strategy. Such predator-induced speciation events
can often be seen in nature. For example, in response to rat predation, the land snails Iberus
g. gualtieranus of in Sierra Elvira have evolved two separate evasion strategies: Narrow
shells and high shells. The former allow the snails to enter refuges inaccessible to predator,
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while the rats avoid the latter due to difficulties in handling large prey [68]. Similar results
were seen in the body size of the Neotropical apple snail Pomaceaflagellata in response
to avian predators [69]. Again, note that we have presented a highly simplified version
of predator–prey dynamics here. The model can be expanded in many ways including,
for example, the addition of even more predator and prey species, incorporation of sexual
selection, and double binds [67].

4. Example: Combination Therapy in Cancer (Vector-Valued Strategies)

Let’s walk through one more example. This time, we will consider the effects of
combination therapy on cancer cells. As before, we start by outlining the ecological
dynamics. While cancer is an incredibly complex disease involving intricate interactions
among heterogeneous cancer cells, normal cells, and immune cells, we choose to just focus
on cancer cell dynamics here. Furthermore, we assume all cancer cells are evolutionarily
identical. This means we will just have a single G function in our model. Suppose cancer
cells grow in a logistic fashion and are killed in a density-independent manner (i.e., constant
per capita death rate) by two different drugs. Then, we can construct our ecological base
as follows:

dx
dt

= rx
(

1− x
K

)
−

2

∑
i=1

six (11)

where x is the population of cancer cells, r is the intrinsic growth rate, K is the carrying
capacity, and s1 and s2 are the killing rates of the cancer cells by drugs 1 and 2 respectively.

Next, let us consider the evolutionary dynamics. We can imagine that the cancer cells
will evolve strategies to develop resistance to both drugs we will administer. Thus, we
have what’s called a vector-valued strategy: u = [u1, u2] where u1 and u2 describe the
resistance strategies of the cancer cells to drugs 1 and 2 respectively. Correspondingly,
we let v = [v1, v2] represent the focal cell’s strategy, with v1 and v1 describing the focal
cell’s resistance strategies to drugs 1 and 2. Initially, these strategies will start at 0, but will
evolve upwards as drug resistance is gained. Now, we must think about which parameters
in our ecological model will vary based on v, u, and x. Naturally, since our strategies
capture drug resistance, we allow s1 and s2 to vary as a function of v. Namely, assuming a
Michaelis-Menten form, we let:

si(v) =
mi

λi + bivi
(12)

where m is a measure of dosage and efficacy of the drug, λ captures initial drug resistance,
and b quantifies how much evolving a resistant strategy can help avoid effects of the drug.
We now write down our fully constructed G function model:

G(v, u, x) = r
(

1− x
K

)
−

2

∑
i=1

si(v) (13)

However, before we dive into some simulations, one question remains: How do our
resistance strategies, u1 and u2, impact each other? In other words, how does gaining
resistance to one drug impact the cell’s response to the other drug? Whenever we deal
with vector-valued strategies, this is something we must think about carefully. Here, we
will consider three cases: (1) Cross-resistance: Becoming resistant to the one drug confers
some resistance against the other (2) independence: Gaining resistance to one drug does
not change the efficacy of the other drug (3) double bind: The evolution of resistance to one
drug makes the cancer cell population more susceptible to the effects of the other drug.

We can mathematically formalize this using a covariance matrix. This matrix neatly
organizes the additive genetic variance for each strategy and the covariance between the
two strategies, quantifying how changes in one strategy impact the other. The covariance
matrix for our case is shown below:
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C =

[
σ2

1 δ2
1

δ2
2 σ2

2

]
(14)

where σ2
i represents variance and δ2

i represents covariance. Using this, we can capture the
evolution of each strategy as follows:[

du1
dt

du2
dt

]
=

[
σ2

1 δ2
1

δ2
2 σ2

2

][ ∂G
∂v1
|v1=u1

∂G
∂v2
|v2=u2

]
(15)

In other words, we have:

du1

dt
= σ2

1
∂G
∂v1
|v1=u1 + δ2

1
∂G
∂v2
|v2=u2

du2

dt
= σ2

2
∂G
∂v2
|v2=u2 + δ2

2
∂G
∂v1
|v1=u1

(16)

As we can see, the evolution of resistance to one drug depends not only on its own
variance and fitness gradient, but also its covariance with the other drug resistance strategy
and its fitness gradient. Under this framework, if the two drugs are independent, the
covariance terms will vanish. This uncouples the evolution of the two strategies and we are
left with our standard evolutionary dynamics. On the other hand, if there is cross-resistance,
δ2

i will be positive: Resistance to one drug automatically confers some resistance to the other.
Analogously, double binds are characterized by negative values for δ2

i : Resistance to one
drug reduces the cancer cell’s resistance to the other. Note that inherent in this formulation
are the following three assumptions: (1) Resistance strategies are non-independent, (2) the
cell’s resistance strategy sets have no upper bound, and (3) there is no cost to resistance.
Let us briefly discuss ways in which we might relax each of these assumptions.

Consider the first assumption: Non-independence of strategies. In some cases, though
cross-resistance and double-binds between drugs may be observed, the resistance mech-
anisms cells use for each drug act independently of each other. Then, rather than using
the covariance matrix to couple the traits together, we can make the efficacy term, mi,
dependent on vj where i 6= j. In other words, the drug’s efficacy depends on the cell’s
resistance strategy to the other trait. Depending on whether the drugs are cross-resistant or
are used in a double bind, this will be a decreasing or increasing function of vj, respectively.

Now, let us turn to the second assumption on the lack of strategy bounds. Often, there
are biological limits to the resistance strategies cancer cells use: For example, cells can only
produce so many drug antiporters to prevent entry of a drug into the cell. To take this
into account, we can constrain the cell’s evolutionary set by enforcing the requirement
that vi < λi where λi represents the limit of the resistance strategy. When this occurs, the
cells may find themselves on a slope of their adaptive landscape, but are prevented from
evolving further due to this constraint.

Finally, consider the assumption of the absence of a cost of resistance. In many contexts,
there is a cost of resistance [70,71]: For example, modification of a metabolic pathway in
a cell to avoid effects of a targeted therapy may be less energetically efficient. In order to
incorporate the cost of resistance, we can modify the carrying capacity, K, to be a function
of vi, as done in our predator–prey model. This leads to a trade-off between maximizing
carrying capacity and maximizing drug resistance, preventing the resistance strategies
from growing without bound.

Now, let us investigate the effects of independent, cross-resistant, and double bind
therapies. The parameters we use in our simulations can be found in Table 3. In each case,
we allow the cancer cells to grow for the first 200 time steps, administer the first drug for
the next 400 time steps, and give the second drug for the last 400 time steps. For simplicity,
these drugs were endowed with the same properties (i.e., m1 = m2, λ1 = λ2, and b1 = b2).
The results can be seen in Figure 6.
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Table 3. Parameter values used in combination therapy simulations.

Parameter Interpretation Value

Km Carrying Capacity 100
r Intrinsic Proliferation Rate 0.25

σ1,2 Evolvability Variance 0.5
δ1,2 Evolvability Covariance [−0.25, 0, 0.25]
λ1,2 Initial Drug Resistance 1
b1,2 Impact of Drug Resistance on Death 0.3
m1,2 Drug Dosage/Efficacy 0.3

Figure 6. Effects of Independent, Cross-Resistant, and Double Bind Drugs on Cancer Cell Dynamics.

As expected, during the first 200 time steps when no drug is being administered, both
strategies u1 and u2 remain at 0. When the drugs act independently, for the next 400 time
steps, only strategy u1 evolves, while u2 remains at 0. Similarly, from time 600 to 1000, only
u2 evolves while the resistance to the first drug remains constant. As a result, the impacts
of the first and second drug on the cancer cell population are the same. Now, consider
what happens in the cross-resistant case. As the cells gain resistance to the first drug, they
inherently become resistant (though to a lower extent) to the second drug. Thus, when the
second drug is administered, there is not as much of an impact on the population dynamics.
Finally, let us look at the double-bind scenario. Here, the resistance strategies of the cancer
cells to the two drugs move in opposite directions: From time 200 to 600, though the cells
gain resistance to drug 1, they become sensitized to drug 2. Thus, when the second drug is
administered at time 600, it is more effective than the first treatment and even drives the
cancer cell population to extinction.

These qualitative results are in accordance with what is observed clinically. For
example, cross-resistance between androgen receptor signaling inhibitors and taxane
chemotherapy has been shown to severely hamper the efficacy of advanced prostate cancer
treatment [72]. On the other hand, in a clinical trial for advanced small cell lung cancer, a
double bind between a p53 vaccine and chemotherapy led to significantly improved patient
outcomes [32,73]. The model presented here is a simplistic one and could be expanded
to include competition among different cancer clades and the addition of other cell types
such as pro- and anti-tumor immune cells and normal cells. However, our modeling
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shows that an understanding of how the evolution of resistance to one drug impacts a
cancer cell’s susceptibility to another is critical to design evolutionarily-enlightened cancer
combination therapies.

5. Discussion

In this expository paper, we briefly compared classical game theory and evolutionary
game theory. We then introduced the idea of G functions and showed their potential to
simultaneously consider ecological and evolutionary dynamics. We reviewed the two key
aspects comprising the Darwinian dynamics of the G function approach: Population and
strategy dynamics, deriving them from the fundamental principles of evolution by natural
selection. We discussed the idea of the “G species concept”, covered the two aspects of
the fitness generating function (the bauplan and environment), and provided a general
recipe for constructing G functions. We illustrated this process by building models of
predator–prey dynamics and the evolution of drug resistance. Throughout the paper, we
focus on the G function framework for continuous traits, but these models can be adapted
to encompass discrete traits in bilinear and nonlinear matrix games as well. This requires
a frequency formulation of the G function and different definitions for the ESS and ESS
maximum principle. For a detailed exposition of G functions for discrete traits, interested
readers can refer to work done by Vincent and Cressman [26].

By now, we hope that the readers have understood the basics of the differential
equation-based G function framework and can appreciate the ability for it to simultaneously
capture both ecological and evolutionary dynamics. We urge the reader to view the G
function framework as an elegant, methodical way of organizing our thoughts into simple
differential equation models to capture natural selection in evolving populations, rather
than as a completely novel modeling approach. As such, much of the mathematical
machinery of dynamical system theory is directly translatable to analysis of models of these
types. Though the G function approach has traditionally been used to investigate biological
questions, it is broadly applicable to any system capable of evolving. Consider the problem
of choosing adaptive learning rates in machine learning algorithms [74–76], for instance in
competitive gradient descent [77]. In this case, a learning rate must be chosen that controls
the speed at which agents descend an error manifold, until they reach a minima (similar to
scaling an adaptive landscape to reach fitness peaks). Optimal learning schedules for such
problems may be devised that are informed by the role of evolvability on the evolutionary
dynamics of species in the G function framework. In market analysis, invasion potential of
a new firm into an existing market and coexistence analysis of competing firms has been
modeled using generalizations of the Lotka-Volterra competition models discussed here.
The authors do this in the context of adaptive dynamics [78]. Finally, a topic of interest in
psychology and sociology considers how individual behavior influences group dynamics,
a problem that is well suited to the G-function framework that explicitly models feedback
among the individuals and other agents in the population.

It is worth noting that the G function framework is best suited for scenarios with
large population sizes, low mutation rates, and small mutation steps. Many biological
problems of interest satisfy these three conditions and using a mean-field, deterministic
approach such as G functions allows for simple, interpretable models that often have ana-
lytical solutions. However, when these conditions are not met, other approaches must be
considered [79]. For example, when working with small populations, stochasticity becomes
critical. Agent-based models, in which each agent has a strategy that determines its deci-
sions and interactions with other agents, work well for these problems [80]. This approach
works particularly well when communication among agents and spatial components of
the game are critical. Another stochastic approach that can be used is the minimal process
method [3,81], in which the population is represented by a point cloud in trait space with
each point capturing an individual’s trait value. Over time, this cloud drifts stochastically
as a result of mutation and selection [82]. When populations are large, however, tracking
the evolution of each individual’s strategy over time is not feasible. If mutations occur at a
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low rate, evolutionary change occurs as a sequence of trait substitutions: Mutants with a
positive invasion fitness invade the resident population, replacing the resident trait with
their own [83]. Over time, these trait substitutions produce a directed random walk [3,81].
If in addition these mutations steps are small in size, the G function framework introduced
here and the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics [3,81] serve as good mean-field ap-
proximations to track the evolution of the mean trait in the population over time. However,
if mutation rates are high, reaction-diffusion and integro-differential equation models are
instead used, depending on whether mutations are local or global respectively [84].

This being said, the G function framework is highly malleable and can incorporate
complex life history patterns and population structures, unlimited numbers of species and
strategies, environmental engineering by agents in the population, resource availability,
and much more. It is clear that evolution manifests itself in the most magnificent forms
in the game of life, steering the dynamics of species since the beginning of time, leading
to “endless forms most beautiful”. It is essential to our understanding of every biological
system, acting upon the smallest microorganisms to the largest ecosystems, on the timescale
of seconds to billions of years. As such, providing a clear, concise, and unifying framework
for its modeling is essential for developing any possible unified theory of biology.
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